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KPOA Claims Control ofKPOA Claims Control ofKPOA Claims Control ofKPOA Claims Control ofKPOA Claims Control of

KPOA has a long history
of delusions about their
authority.  Member funds
have been spent repeatedly
on a series of misadventures,
where  The HOA pretends
to be government and hires
lawyers in serial attempts to
control  beyond their
very limited authority
performing under a private
contract.   The latest bizarre

misadventure arises from the Royal Court of His Majesty Dick Schulte
re-declaring KPOA control over the publication of this newsletter,
the content of its ads, and the right to engage in commerce.

The front page bluster from Schulte in the May Kala Pointer
“President’s Message” column demonstrates his (and apparently that
of the board collectively) gross ignorance of the limits of their
control.  Sadly, they have engaged their legal firm now, at member
expense, to save us all from a horrible fate by the offering of
electronic gate openers to residents for our “high security limited
access gate” that is left open by management for weeks at a time, and
through which scores of vehicles pass every day by just tailgating
others.  If not such a doomed and hair-brained concept, this might be
humorous.  But paying lawyers to advance it at owner expense is just
yet another stupid misuse of our ever rising assessments.

It’s not surprising to see this because there is a long and sordid
history of successive KPOA boards wasting precious member money
chasing dreams of expanded control of things entirely beyond their
scope of authority.  Some examples:

 •  Blocking member use of satellite dishes triggering Federal
intervention.

•  Usurping state authority on shoreline management only to be
overridden.
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The appearance of an article,
opinion letter, or advertisement
in this publication does not
necessarily constitute endorsement
by or of this publication.  KPNV,
now in it’s 10th year, is published
by community volunteers as a
voice for observations and
opinions excluded from KPOA’s
“official” newsletter through active
association censorship limiting
content to “the party line”.

KPNV Contributors & volunteers
may elect to have their work
acknowledged by name, or they
may not.  Some articles or opinion
pieces may carry a byline, and
others may not.  Attacks on dissent
and dissenters by KPOA, including
attacks on KPNV advertisers,
through both official and unofficial
voices, cause many to desire
anonymity.  KPNV understands
and respects such requests ,
reserving the right to disclose or
not disclose the names of
members contributing.

Please feel free to participate in any
way, from submitting articles and/
or opinions to volunteering in some
capacity.  Thanks and we look
forward to your input.  Email us at
contact@ttpnewsletter.com.

Truth, Trust and
Transparency: - Page 3

Letters From Our
Members: Open Letter
On Speeding  - Page 4

Board Further Retreats
From Transparency:
Discontinues Long Standing
Meeting Recording - Page 6

Commerce Commerce Commerce Commerce Commerce &&&&& First Amendment First Amendment First Amendment First Amendment First Amendment
Schulte & His Sheep;Schulte & His Sheep;Schulte & His Sheep;Schulte & His Sheep;Schulte & His Sheep;     The Saga ContinuesThe Saga ContinuesThe Saga ContinuesThe Saga ContinuesThe Saga Continues

Noun  1. delusions of grandeur -
a delusion (common in paranoia)
that you are much greater and
more powerful and influential
than you really are
delusion, psychotic belief -
(psychology) an erroneous belief
that is held in the face of evi-
dence to the contrary
megalomania - a psychological
state characterized by delusions
of grandeur
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“Those who are too
smart to engage

in politics are
punished by being
governed by those
who are dumber.”

--Plato

WORDS OF
WISDOM

Great Greek
Philosopher

•  Attempting to preempt state and federal
firearms possession laws.

• Interfering with newsletter advertiser’s
free choice by threat and intimidation.

• Pre-empting State Statutes on open
meetings; executive sessions.

• Illegally administratively blocking member
records access.

• Establishing a Kala Point contract police
force, despite clearly expressed member
opposition.

So here we go again.  Despite his oft-stated
public position of ignoring the dissenting voice of
this publication, Schulte and his Royal Cortege
remain clearly obsessed with silencing any voices
questioning how this association is operated and
its growing negative reputation both inside
and outside the gates, the saga continues.
Schulte,  apparently backed by other cowering
board members, has now set off on another
member-funded Jihad to control what he cannot,
pretending to have the right to censor the
content of this publication, distributed
via US Mail to KP owners, and to decide what may
be advertised and sold in commerce.  Bizarre?
Yes… but surprising?  Unfortunately not; just the
latest chapter in a  long line of malfeasance
and overreach.

Driver Safety ClassDriver Safety ClassDriver Safety ClassDriver Safety ClassDriver Safety Class
Can Save you $ on Car Insurance

AARP Driver Safety classes are designed to
help drivers understand the effects of aging on
driving skills, discuss compensating behaviors for
changing abilities and the most common types of
crashes caused by older drivers.
Talks on assessment of driving skills and identifying
signs of unsafe driving help drivers look at their
own driving issues and options. Changing patterns
on the highway, such as cell phone use and road
rage, are also covered.  The class also reviews
recent changes in traffic laws and the latest in safety
equipment in vehicles.  There will be an emphasis
on collision avoidance and tips will be presented
on how to reduce the chance of injuries in the
event of a mishap.
Car insurance companies in the State of
Washington are required to give an “appropriate”
discount on car insurance to drivers 55 years and
older upon completion of a certified Traffic Safety
Course.
The eight-hour AARP course is divided into two
four hour class sessions. The cost is $12 for AARP
members and $14 for non-members of AARP.
Classes are scheduled at the Port Ludlow Beach
Club from 10:00am–2:30pm on May 21 and May
23rd- (360-437-2250), and Tri-Area Community
Center on May 17-18 (360-732-4822).

KPOA July 2007 Survey:

I am in favor of hiring an off duty sheriff
deputy on an hourly cost basis to

enforce the speed limit:
Disagree Somewhat: 41

Disagree Strongly: 157

The speed recorder study implemented by the Board
at that time indicated that 86% of the vehicle traffic was
driving within 5mph of the limit.  If you would like a
copy of the full survey results, please email us at
contact@ttpnewsletter.com, since KPOA does not keep
any issues older than 2010 on the KPOA website.

(Survey by KPOA, not KPNV)

4:1 against!
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Several weeks ago, I had coffee with a resi-
dent of Kala Point. We had met only recently, and
I wanted to hear what he thought of the politics
here. He said that he read both newsletters but
didn’t know which one to believe.  I would imag-
ine that he’s not the only person wondering whom,
or what, to believe. Usually when I write an ar-
ticle for this newsletter, I am addressing some-
thing which has been said by the KPOA  president
or a specific action taken by the board.  As I have
no inside information regarding governance by the
board,   I read the same Kala Pointer and board
minutes available to you.  Saying that, you may not
agree with my opinions or conclusions, but I don’t
think that you could reasonably question the
truthfulness of what I write. You could
question my motives, but I think that most of you
know my position on Kala Point governance
by now.

I oppose petty rules imposed by petty people
who are driven by power and ego.  I’m
perfectly capable of making personal decisions
regarding how I live, and I believe most of you
are as well. Most of us want to do the “right thing”
and don’t need a board of nine people with
questionable agendas telling us to how to behave.
Anyone who carefully reads the Kala Pointer can
see it’s a “House Organ” with almost no value.
It preaches the “Company Line” and has no
depth. It’s a propaganda vehicle which says very
little, but it appears that many of you don’t
recognize that.

In my mind, it’s much more appropriate to
question the motives and truthfulness of the KPOA
board and it’s president. As an example, in the April
board meeting, the board, I was told, voted
unanimously to immediately stop recording board
meetings. When I say immediately, I mean that the
April meeting was not recorded!  The reason given
was that “The state does not require it.”

Truth, Trust and TransparencyTruth, Trust and TransparencyTruth, Trust and TransparencyTruth, Trust and TransparencyTruth, Trust and Transparency
Take a minute to think about that as a reason!
I would assume that board meetings have been
recorded almost since the formation of KPOA.
Why did the board do this so quickly?  How about
giving members a chance to make their opinions
known?  To have a verbatim recording of the
board’s proceedings is invaluable even if it is
rarely needed. Sometimes a single word can
be extremely important in a situation where
written minutes are inadequate. Is the board
trying to hide something or are they just
demonstrating “Who’s in charge?” Does this meet
the definition of  “Transparency.”  In a previous
article I talked about the board taking away our
right to amend the CC&R’s without its
approval; to many of us that’s unconscionable!
We are quickly losing the right to govern
ourselves, and if we remain as passive as
we have been, we will have almost no rights
at all.

Another issue that should be discussed with
the members is the issue of the sheriff.  The
board appears to be going ahead with meetings
with the sheriff to monitor speeding in Kala Point.
Do you want the sheriff in your backyard?
Has anyone asked you how you feel about this?
Do you want to pay for this?  This is another
example of the “bullying” nature of the board
and its president.

Board members are supposed to be representing
us, but that appears to be a foreign concept to
them.  Why hasn’t the board reached out to
the membership to get our views on the issues
I’ve mentioned?  “What are they afraid of?   You all
know the cliché  “We get the kind of government
we deserve” Is this the kind of governance you
deserve?

Hank Krist
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letters fromletters fromletters fromletters fromletters from
our membersour membersour membersour membersour members

If there was a solution to a speeding problem it
would be used by the State, County, and City
Governments.  Since there is not a solution, they
use all types of deterrents to try to get people to
drive the posted speed limits.

In Kala Point the posted speed limit is 25 miles
per hour and a majority of the people drive be-
tween 20 and 30 miles per hour.  Just guessing, if
you apply Statistical Process Control analysis to
the numbers you will find that 75% to 80% fall
within the bracket of 20 to 30 mph.  Also applying
the 80/20 rule, 80% of the drivers speed is be-
tween 20 to 30 mph and 20% is above or below
this range.  If 5% is below this range then you are
trying to control 15% of the drivers.  With re-
moval of the Board of Directors, Committee
Members, and employees then the percentage
drops even more because these members do not
speed but state that other people speed.  We are
getting close to the 10% of the drivers driving
above 30 mph.  Also, emergency runs should not
be considered in the analysis.

Deterrents:  What type of deterrents does Kala
Point use to try to control speed?

· Speed bumps at the gate and Kala Point
Drive; only effective at the speed bumps
and lose their effectiveness once you cross
the bump Continued on next page

Open Letter on Speeding

· Speed limit signs; static in terms that after
reading the sign a few times it is not very
effective

· Stop signs; not very effective at low speeds
and little traffic as noted at the bottom of
the hill, Kala Point Drive and Prospect.
More effective at Prospect and Highway
19.

· News Letter serves as a reminder because
you are not reading while driving

 If we are going to use more deterrents, then the
first consideration is not to tread on one’s indi-
vidualism and privacy.  You do not want speeders
acting in defiance because they were singled out
or received a speeding ticket.  Therefore we have
to be very careful of what we do; damage to county
equipment flashing your speed limit and damage
to the counters.

The first thing that should be done is process the
speed records that we have and find out when,
where, why, how and if anything can be accom-
plished without big expense.  Analyze the cost
verse effect.

The second item is to investigate a second en-
trance/exit someplace in the water tower/well
area.  This would greatly reduce the amount of
traffic on lower Kala Point Drive.  Establish the
criteria for a second entrance/exit, fencing, light-
ing, and electric gate.  Probably is a capital im-
provement with assessment to cover cost.  Re-
member the Peter Principal, when a disaster
strikes, it will probably be at the gate area.  I think
if a Risk Analysis was performed on the commu-
nity it would require/recommend that a second
entrance/exit would be required.



Speeding drivers put pedestrians’ lives at risk.

This chart shows how a little extra speed makes a big impact.
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Continued from previous page

The third item would be a programmable flash-
ing message board mounted at the gatehouse
large enough for three lines of text.  Message
for all community functions, caution and speed
limits, maintenance crew mowing or sweeping
streets, contractors performing tree or con-
struction work, and etc…Sample:  Caution;
Zombies on the ground or Caution; Zombies in
the trees or Caution; Ole coots on Scoots.

If the goal is for 100% compliance, it is not
obtainable while individuals are driving their
own cars.  As the compliance approaches
100% cost of enforcement/deterrents goes up
exponentially and will not be affordable while
on a limited budget.   Off-Duty officer would
not be as effective as a message board message;
Officer on Patrol even if he is down at the
corner having coffee.
- Kala Point resident

Proceeds Help Support Your Newsletter printing
and mailing costs.  Sold only to Kala Point owners.
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Calling All
Questions!
Do You Have
Questions For

The Board
Candidates?

KPNV will be inviting
director candidates to
respond to   questions

submitted by their peers and neighbors.  We would
like anyone who has a question for the candidates
to submit their questions.  We hope to publish the
candidates’ answers in the June issue.

Please submit you candidate questions, by May 9th
to: KPNV, P.O. Box 816, Port Hadlock, WA 98339 or
email to: contact@TTPnewsletter.com.

Board Further Retreats From TransparencyBoard Further Retreats From TransparencyBoard Further Retreats From TransparencyBoard Further Retreats From TransparencyBoard Further Retreats From Transparency
Discontinues Long Standing Meeting RecorDiscontinues Long Standing Meeting RecorDiscontinues Long Standing Meeting RecorDiscontinues Long Standing Meeting RecorDiscontinues Long Standing Meeting Recordingdingdingdingding

Under the banner of
continued and further
secrecy in the operation
of the association, the
board has now decided to
cease the recording of
board meetings, which had

been in place for years.  Apparently having their
actual deliberations recorded, including statements
that members are not smart enough to understand
their important work and should therefore be
given no voice, has proven embarrassing.  It should.
Verbatim recordings have revealed to members a
continuing theme of secrecy, over-reach, illegal
expansion of  authority, and usurpation of
member rights, where deception and lack of
transparency is the prime directive, closely
following expanded control.

The stated reason for the abandonment of full
board meeting recording, started back in 2005
after purchase and installation of thousands
of  dollars worth of audio recording
equipment with member funds, setup in
October and November of 2005 by Steve Posey,
is that “the state does not require it”.  No mention
of the real reason; that certain board members
are tired of hearing back their own words express-
ing thoughtless disregard for member interests and
the effect on many owners of ever-increasing
assessments.   Perhaps  The HOA should cease
doing all of those things that the “the state does
not require”.  That would be an interesting list.

This latest move joins many others instituted
by The KPOA Board to isolate itself from

scrutiny by mere members, and continue to
operate as if they have all of the answers,
unlimited authority, and no obligation to hear
(let alone consider) any alternative views.
Increasingly it is becoming more and more
difficult, by design, to observe the  “actual sausage
making”.  No official meeting recording has joined
the shifting of association business away from the
KPOA email system to that of each member’s
private email account, so that requests for
member records are further hidden, and the
creation of “the work session” (actually a board
meeting by statutory definition) rather than
conducting association business during scheduled
board meetings. Members, are, of course, entitled
to record board or committee meetings
themselves at any time, with their own
equipment, as was a past practice.  Volunteers?
Equipment is available.
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Rhubarb: First Fruits of Spring
Did You Know?  Rhubarb, a relative of
buckwheat, grows wild in China and Tibet, where
it’s been used to make medicines for centuries.
It first appeared in North America in the late
1700s, introduced by a Maine gardener who
obtained seed or rootstock from Europe. Within
a mere 25 years, it was so popular with
customers that it had become a regular offering
at produce markets.

Growing Rhubarb: Rhubarb needs sun to par-
tial shade, with fertile, well-drained soil that's
slightly acidic and contains lots of organic matter.
They emerge when spring temperatures reach
45°.  Add a layer of mulch or well-rotted manure
in spring. Divide every fourth spring or as needed.

Harvesting Rhubarb:  For best results, snap
off stems at ground level or twist gently at the
base as you would with celery. Trim the leaves
off immediately, since they're poisonous and
shouldn't be eaten.

Storing Rhubarb:  Fresh stalks or chopped
pieces can be stored in the refrigerator for up to

3 weeks in sealed  plastic bags.  When you're
ready to use refrigerated stalks, stand them in a
container of cold water first to refresh them. Trim
off the ends before chopping. Some cooks
remove the stringy fibers, while other let the
cooking do the softening.  Rhubarb freezes well.
Remove the leaves and wash the stalks. Cut the
stalks into 1-inch pieces, put them in a

heavy-duty
plastic bag
and store
it in your
freezer for
up to 9
m o n t h s .
Blanching,
followed by
a brief ice-
water bath,
may pre-
serve the
color of the
stalks.

We provide mowing, edging,
pruning, weed control,

and leaf & debris cleanup as
needed or weekly basis.

We can meet all your
landscape maintenance

needs.

Please call:
Tony Estrada

360 531-3904 cell
360 732-4919 office

Harvest the stalks by twisting.
Pull a stalk as close as possible
to the base of the plant.
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escape to the Kitsap forest theatreescape to the Kitsap forest theatreescape to the Kitsap forest theatreescape to the Kitsap forest theatreescape to the Kitsap forest theatre
TheaTheaTheaTheaTheater Inspirter Inspirter Inspirter Inspirter Inspired By ed By ed By ed By ed By A Magical PlaceA Magical PlaceA Magical PlaceA Magical PlaceA Magical Place
A grand adventure awaits you  as you stroll down a
forested 1/4 mile trail to a unique and breathtaking

theater with seating carved out of the side of a
natural amphitheater located on a 360 acre rhodo-
dendron preserve owned by the Mountaineers
located  approximately 7 miles west of down-
town Bremerton  on the Seabeck Highway.

William C. Darling designed the theater in 1926,
spending many hours in this natural amphithe-
ater determining how best to use the space so
that sunlight streaming through the branches of
the trees would form natural spotlights, and the
beauty of nature would remain as undisturbed
as possible.   The theater roof is the sky, the walls
are the forest, the wings are cedar bark covered
with living moss, and the foundation is the earth.
The Mountaineers Players were formed in
1923.  The Players present two productions each
year (spring and summer). Cast and production
members come from both sides of Puget Sound.

You can come early and picnic under the giant old-
growth firs before the show- food is available for
purchase as well.

Natural amphitheater on 360 acre
rhododendron preserve

Rum runners, pirates, bootleggers and thieves
have sought the bounty of the world’s finest
beverages — coffee and spirits.  Precious
commodities. As entrepreneurs, we  researched
coffee from single  origins, estates dedicated
to the development of  every tiny green bean.

Every coffee bean has a soul, and as a roaster,
we coax the spirit of that soul into releasing the
finest flavors grown on this earth.  For you, for
us, in good spirits.  Artfully roasted in one of
the finest small roasters built in America, this
coffee is offered to you with great pride and
commitment to this craft.

Your own online order can be blended
exactly to your taste and repeated each time
we roast a batch for you.

We have amazing water here.  Lake Chelan
washes ashore pure Blue Spirits. Visit us at
www.bluespiritscoffee.com.

Blue
Spirits
Coffee
Roasting

Here is the season line-up:
Fiddler on the Roof will be playing May 27, 28,
June 2, 3, 9, 10, 16, 17 - 2:00 pm.

Footloose will be playing July 28, 29, August 4, 5,
11, 12, 18, 19 - 2:00 pm.

Go to http://foresttheater.com for more
information and directions.  Or you can call 800-
573-8484 or 206-521-6000.
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Continued on next page

Today started out normal enough; cats & dog out
& back in, coffee and a bit of prayer time to kick
start the day.

Then the rush of thoughts began; too many good
ideas for this article...where do I begin to write?

As I sat there, I gazed over at my toaster; now
there’s a good topic.  Yes, I said ‘my toaster’.  I was
proud of myself once more, for finally getting
around to fixing my toaster.   For 5 months I had 2
toasters sitting side by side; ‘my’ toaster’s push
down knob had gotten quite hard to push down
and I didn’t want to break it so I gladly accepted a
free ‘new’ one offered from a family member last
year.  Last weekend I finally got around to taking
‘my’ toaster apart to see what was wrong.   A little
lube on the metal ‘push down thingy’, 20 minutes
to get the silly thing back together right, and BAM;
my toaster is good.  Back in the cupboard goes the
‘new’ one. So what’s the big deal with the toaster
and why a great article idea?  I got my toaster from
a friend in 1980. She knew I needed one and she
found it at a garage sale for 3 or 5 bucks. On the
bottom it says the warranty ends in 1968; it is a
1965 toaster! Yep 47 years old and I raised 2 boys
with that toaster.

So today, as I gazed in appreciation at my toaster I
wondered why it lasted so long.   3 thoughts quickly
came to mind; 1) it was made to last, 2) it had
moderate but not excessive usage, and
3) I took care of it right.  I didn’t put anything in
it that it wasn’t designed to take; just bread or
English muffin.   And I cleaned out the crumbs on
a regular basis.

People, our bodies were made to last. I’ve said it
several times before and I grin in amazement when
I think about how our bodies are designed and
wonderfully made. Stop reading for just a

From Michelle at EvergreenFrom Michelle at EvergreenFrom Michelle at EvergreenFrom Michelle at EvergreenFrom Michelle at Evergreen

TTTTTakakakakake Care Care Care Care Care of ye of ye of ye of ye of your our our our our TTTTToasteroasteroasteroasteroaster
Fitness Center:Fitness Center:Fitness Center:Fitness Center:Fitness Center:

moment...wiggle your fingers, bend your knees;
twist at the waist; lift your shoulders up and down;
take a big breath & let it out; put your hand to
your heart and feel the beat...isn’t that awesome?
I know, some of you are wondering, ‘just what was
in that coffee she drank this morning’?  But I
humor myself to think that many of you also can
relate that we are pretty well designed and that
we also often take that for granted.   We live in a
fast paced, on demand, want-it-now, society and
unlike my 47 year old toaster, many things are just
not made to last anymore. I do think we can each
do a little bit to take better care of ourselves and
the world we live in. Years ago I worked in a
service department for (mainly)  appliances.
I remember when I would go visit the electronic
technicians and they would show me how
microwave ovens, TV’s and other appliances ‘died’
of cigarette smoke inhalation or cooking grease
accumulation.  See smoke and excess grease is
not only bad for us, even our appliances!

What I really wanted to share is some ways we
can make a difference in our health and our
environment.  We hear about ‘Going Green’ so
here are a few ways we can:

•  Ban the bottled water. Liquids are one of
the heaviest items to ship, and their
plastic containers are filling landfills.

•  Snack sustainably. This is good for your waist
as well as your waste. Ditch the
processed snack foods and choose whole, real
foods instead.

•  Be an efficient shopper. Minimize shopping
trips to different stores if possible, reuse bags,
and shop bulk bins (you don’t have to by bulk
amounts!)

•  Become a ‘locavore’. Eat locally (or region-
ally) and seasonally to the extent that you can.

•  Compost your food waste. Food scraps are
about 12% of a family’s household waste and
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emit powerful warming gases in landfill.
Regenerate them into healthy soil instead.

•  Cook in more, take out less. Dining out
significantly increases a food’s carbon
footprint, especially if there is packaging.

•  Limit highly packaged single-serving
snacks, foods & beverages.

•  Pack a PB&J for lunch. Make your own
lunch and bring it with you. If it’s peanut
butter and jelly or almond butter with local
jam on whole grain bread, it’s fast, healthy and
greener too.

So have a great month, think of me as you walk
around, using your legs to walk and your eyes to

see, your arms and fin-
gers to pick things up,
your mouth & tongue &
taste buds to eat.  And as
you drink your coffee,
wonder, ‘What does
Michelle put in hers?”
And if you’d like to
make Evergreen Fitness
a part of a healthier
you, then give me a

call at 360-385-3036, or email me at:
evergreenfitness@qwestoffice.net. I hope to see
you...we’re JUST around the corner.
-Michelle West

Originally from San Luis
Obispo, CA Darren worked
his way through school as a

bartender at the famed Café Roma of his home
town.  After earning a bachelor degree in Land-
scape Architecture and City and Regional Plan-
ning he became a development planner and a
consultant for California cities.  This led to
the pursuit of a master degree in business
administration.  In the wake of our present
economic tidings Darren reverted back to that
which he knew to be a staple, bartending.  After
moving to the Kingston area Darren has worked
at Silver City Restaurant and Brewery and the
Suquamish Clearwater Casino until the purchase
of The Main Street Ale House in January of 2011.

Kim comes from the small town of Reedley, CA.
She too worked through college in the
restaurant business and eventually acquired a de-
gree in Mathematics.  After moving to Kingston
Kim immediately began working at The Main
Street Ale House and never looked back.

When we visited, there were ten of us for lunch
and each order a variety of items. Everyone
agreed the food was excellent and we would come
back again!  In the bar, there is live Trivia on Tues.
night, live music Wed. and Thur. evenings, karaoke
on Fri. and Sat. nights and open mic on Sunday.
Happy hour is from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m., Monday
through Friday.  During the summer season, the
deck in the rear of the restaurant is a pleasant
place for outdoor dining.  For menus and hours
visit www.kingstonalehouse.com.

Main Street Ale House
11225 NE State Highway 104
Kingston, WA 98346
360-297-0440

Main St.Main St.Main St.Main St.Main St.     Ale HouseAle HouseAle HouseAle HouseAle House

Cooks
Night Out
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Advertising Disclaimer
 The printing of an article, classified or display advertising
does not necessarily constitute endorsement by       Kala

Point News & Views staff.   Ad space is limited and
acceptance is dependent upon availability of space.

Weekly Meal Preparation For Seniors. Want An
Easy Way To Enjoy Balanced Meals? Customized
menus, including personalized recipes and grocery
shopping.  Call Heidi’s Taste of Home for a free
consultation! - 360-732-0482.Professional Roofing, Cleaning & Repair :

C & M  Roofing has worked for builders & residents in Kala
Point for years. For reroofing, roofing repairs or cleaning
of  any  type of roof, call Mike Perillo,  437-7935.

Fade, Glare, Privacy & Heat Solution- 3M Window/
Skylight film blocks UV rays to  protect your furnishings.
Keep your drapes open and let the sun shine in!
Call Window Scapes Inc.  385-3810

Scampi & Halibut’s Seafood Grill - Satisfy your
seafood craving. Over 70 delicious items to choose from.
Beer & wine. Get hooked daily. Catch us in Port Hadlock,
just for the halibut! 385-0161.

Furniture Upholstery, Fabrics, Foam and Throw
Pillows! Spruce up your rooms before the houseguests
arrive.  Vintage furniture a specialty.  Call Anne at A Little
Upholstery, 385-1556.

What Lurks Under Your Home? Moisture problems?
Wet crawl space? Make your home healthier, warmer,
cleaner. For a free estimate or more information call
“Clean Space Northwest,” 1-877-698-0260.
Cont. Lic. #IronwbI097kb.

Yards Express:  Landscape Maintenance, etc.  We provide
mowing, edging, pruning, weed control, and leaf & debris
cleanup on and as needed or weekly basis.  We can meet
all your landscape maintenance needs.  Call Tony Estrada-
360-531-3904 cell or 360-732-4919 office.

Mail Plus- All your Shipping & Packaging needs! w/
UPS, DHL, FedEx. Notary, custom T-shirts, passport
photos, pet tags, copies, biz cards, laminating/binding, ban-
ners, friendly service!  Across from QFC in Castle Hill Ctr.
Why drive all the way to the Post Office? 379-1156

We Buy or Consign Firearms From Estates, etc-
Bear Arms is a full service arms dealer. We buy, sell or
trade arms plus ammo, accessories, sporting goods, &    mili-
tary items. In Kivley Ctr, Pt. Hadlock.  385-7658.

The Village Barber- “...Because life’s too short for a
bad haircut!” 741 Ness’ Corner Rd, Port Hadlock. Brad
Garrison Gray & Mike Clark. Tues thru Fri-9-5, Sat-9-4.
Call 385-6865.

Professional Chimney Cleaning & Inspections - No
mess cleaning, lowest fee around, fast & friendly,  inserts,
pellet stoves, woodstoves, minor repairs, chimney caps,
chimney accessories. Call John, 360-769-2344 or email
jev@aol.com.

Castle Key Seafood and Steakhouse- Located in the
historic Manresa Castle, with an exciting menu featuring
fresh local seafood & all natural steaks.  Experience great
food, atmosphere, and service. On Saturday nights the
Castle Key features great Live Jazz shows.  379-1990.

SIR J. SERVICES - Home & Yard Care; Maintenance,
Repairs & Improvements.  From taking down
Christmas lights to remodeling, you can count on Sir J.
Sir J. Services is your personal choice!
sirj.9419595@live.com or call 206-941-9595

House Cleaning- Satisfaction Guaranteed. Reasonable
Rates.  References upon request.  Rubi Duran- 301-0048.

ONE MONTH FREE & SENIOR DISCOUNT

THE CUBES (360-379-1166)

KALA POINT RESIDENTS

STORAGE & MINI SHOPS (12 X 15)

63 Julian Street, PT, WA
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Welcoming
Staff • Kala Point Joining Special

• Senior Classes & Discount
• NO enrollment fee!

• Sterling Medicare Plan
• FREE CLASSES
• FREE Trial Membership

We’re your neighbor! 385-3036
www.evergreenfitness.net

Your Full Service Fitness Center

Make it look new again!  Free Estimates

THE CUBES (360-379-1166)

PrPrPrPrPressuressuressuressuressure We We We We Washing Our Specialty!ashing Our Specialty!ashing Our Specialty!ashing Our Specialty!ashing Our Specialty!

Driveways, Sidewalks, Decks & more
360-531-4821
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coffee concerts are back!coffee concerts are back!coffee concerts are back!coffee concerts are back!coffee concerts are back!
Gwendolyn Moore’s popular Coffee Concerts
have returned after her adventures on the upper

Amazon in Peru
(but that’s another
story). Each concert
is performed on
Mondays and repeated
on Tuesdays, from
9:45 a.m. until noon.
The music is greatly
enhanced by Gwen’s
commentary. Barbara
Hinchliff often joins
Gwen for twohand
piano music.

May concerts will include the following music:
Monday and Tuesday, May 7 and 8, Schumann’s

Fantasy Pieces and Copland’s Concerto No.1; on
Monday and Tuesday, May 14 and 15, Schubert,
Debussy and Chopin will be offered; on Monday
and Tuesday, May 21 and 22, Beethoven and Bach
will be featured and on Monday and Tuesday, May
28 and 29, you will hear some Schubert and
Beethoven.

The website should be up and running soon
for more complete details, or call Gwendolyn
at 385-3626 to get on the e-mail list.

Admission to the concerts is $10, or $45 for
a five-concert ticket book. Proceeds fund
musical scholarships for local students.
The concerts are held at 523 Blue Ridge Road
in the Discovery Bay area. You may call
the above number to get directions to
the venue.

Gwendoly Moore, pianist


